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The cooperative advertising is a cost allocation mechanism, which is the 
manufacturer provides the advertisement support for retailer and shares the certain 
proportion. Cooperative advertising is a market operational scheme model in essence, 
which is implemented by the manufacturer and the retailer. With the promotion of 
production capacity, the phenomenon of over-capacity is becoming more serious. 
Under this kind of economic situation, retail chain enterprises with huge advantage of 
scale and lots of sale channels influence gambling structure in industry chain and the 
allocation of profit profoundly. The article launches the research on retail chain 
monopoly supply chain, focuses on the cooperative advertising of supply chain and 
discusses strategy of different enterprises. The article expends the study of 
cooperative advertising. 
After analyzing the massive domestic and foreign literatures, the thesis discusses 
the cooperative advertising between retail chain monopoly enterprise and vulnerable 
manufacturer firstly. According to market conditions, we establish the cooperative 
advertising model of single dominant retail chain enterprise and the model of duopoly 
dominant retail chain enterprises separately. Based on research results before, we 
introduce the national advertising investment of retailer and spillover effects of the 
national advertising into the model at the first time. In order to close to the actual 
situation, we process the effect of local advertising by nonlinear method. Through the 
analysis before, conclusions involve that manufacturer can make decision to 
maximize its interest in a relative loose supply chain and manufacturer is always 
forced to make the decision which retailers prefer in an relative intense supply chain. 
In addition, the introduction of competition can increase the level of advertising 
invested by retailers. 
Next, the thesis discusses the cooperative advertising between retail chain 
monopoly enterprise and strong manufacturer. We establish the cooperative 
advertising model of single retail chain enterprise and strong manufacturer and the 














Comparing the level of whole system profit and partners’ choices when partners hold 
different attitude, conclusions involve that it is helpful to increase the level of system 
profit and marketing extent if partners make their decision cooperatly. We discuss the 
distribution of system incremental profit by using the dynamic bargaining model and 
the conclusion is that how much each partner gets depends on their attitude to risk and 
their dependence for cash flow. Strong manufacturer can make the use of the 
cooperative advertising distribution rate to adjust the level of competition between 
different retailers. 
Finally, main conclusions are summarized. Then, the research limitation is pointed 
out and prospect is discussed. 
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1.1 选题背景 
1.1.1 现实背景 
















6600 多家商场，每周光顾沃尔玛的顾客超过 1.75 亿人次；北美电子产品零售巨
头百思买占据了美国电子家电零售领域半数以上的市场份额；在国内，2003 年
以来，以国美、苏宁为代表的大型专业家电零售连锁企业销售额占到了家电产品


















     表 1-1 苏宁电器、国美电器营业门店扩张统计       单位：家 
门店总数量 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 1Q 2008 1H 2008 
国美 79 144 263 587 726 746 828 
国美（不含收购门店） 79 144 263 395 526 549 623 
苏宁 41 84 224 351 632 662 726 
新增门店数量 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 1Q 2008 1H 2008 
国美 32 65 119 324 139 23 82 
国美（不含收购门店） 32 65 119 132 131 20 74 
苏宁 17 43 140 127 281 30 94 
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